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AI has the power to transform all our lives. But as we 
all know, with great power comes great responsibility. 
So, it’s essential to ensure AI is trustworthy. In this white 
paper, we will explain what that involves and how 
Sonasoft helps you to deliver responsible AI.



Introduction
By 2030, AI will be a ubiquitous technology controlling almost every aspect of our lives. 
Autonomous vehicles will be mainstream. AI systems will make judgments about your 
creditworthiness and insurance risk. Clinicians will rely on AI for decision support and 
diagnosis. Hospitals will use AI for triage and patient management. Facial recognition 
systems will be in every shopping mall and on every high street. 

Most of the changes AI brings about will be benign. Indeed, they will be a real boon to 
humanity. However, AI has real potential to do harm. We’re not talking about a Skynet 
scenario. Rather, that AI may lead to reinforcing old prejudices and discriminations, 
thus undoing a century of effort to build a fair and open society.

As a result, anyone embarking on an AI transformation should understand the 
importance of AI ethics.

Background
Before we dive into AI ethics and how to build responsible AI systems, it is worth taking a 
look at some basic principles.

What is ethics?
Most people have an innate understanding of basic ethics. It’s a concept that’s 
encapsulated in the physician’s oath “first, do no harm”. It underpins much of our legal 
system. It drives people to perform acts of charity and philanthropy. Most humans 
would know it is unethical to steal from a vulnerable person. Or that a company 
shouldn’t discriminate against a customer purely because of their gender. Both these 
things happen of course, but there are laws that seek to prevent them.

According to Merriam-Webster, ethics is defined variously as:

 • a set of moral principles : a theory or system of moral values

 • the principles of conduct governing an individual or a group

 • a consciousness of moral importance

 • a guiding philosophy
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As we will see, all of these definitions are relevant when we come to look at applying 
ethics for AI. 

What is AI?
We also need to define artificial intelligence. This is important because there are a 
wide range of myths and misconceptions around AI. AI going rogue is a common SciFi 
trope, leading many people to distrust it and to believe “the machines are taking over”. 
Most people have read about the feats of advanced AI systems. For instance, the way 
that Google’s DeepMind was able to teach itself the game Go and become a world 
champion. Or maybe you have marveled at the way OpenAI’s new DALL.E 2 can create 
amazing images. 

DALL.E 2 can produce amazing images from simple text descriptions

However, the reality is that most AI is far more simple.

Systems like DeepMind exhibit something called general intelligence. That means 
that they are capable of teaching themselves to solve a wide range of different tasks. 
However, most AI systems exhibit so-called narrow intelligence. That means they are 
able to solve one task but are often better at this than any single human would be. 
But what allows a computer to be intelligent? In most cases, the answer is a concept 
called machine learning or ML. Essentially, the computer is able to learn to recognize 
patterns in data without explicit programming. ML comes in four main forms.
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Supervised learning
Here, you use labeled data to teach the computer to identify a certain characteristic. 
For instance, one classic ML problem is taking an annotated passenger manifest of the 
Titanic and trying to predict which passengers survived. This dataset has a number of 
“features”, such as the class of ticket, passenger’s age, their gender, and whether or not 
they survived. Because you know which passengers actually survived, you can use this 
data to help train an ML model to predict this. 

Another classic example is teaching a computer to identify a certain object in an 
image. For example, recent versions of Google’s reCAPTCHA are being used to label 
data to teach self-driving vehicles to identify road markings and hazards. Previous 
versions were used to help digitize text or to help correctly identify house numbers from 
Google StreetView. 

reCAPTCHA has often been used to help train AI systems

This technique is known as supervised learning because a human is helping to control 
the learning by providing the labeled data. This is very similar to how children are 
taught to recognize objects by their parents and teachers.

Unsupervised learning
As you might guess, unsupervised learning uses unlabeled data. Or more accurately, it 
uses data where you are not sure what feature you are specifically looking for. A good 
example of this is trying to identify whether any data point is an outlier. Humans can do 
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this fairly trivially if there are three or fewer data dimensions. We are able to visualize 
the data in 3D space and quickly see if any points seem to be outliers. But many 
datasets are far more complex. Maybe they are a time series or perhaps there are a 
dozen different features within the dataset. Unsupervised learning allows the computer 
to analyze the data and identify patterns or aspects that seem noteworthy. 

Reinforcement learning
This form of ML can be summed up as the computer learning from its mistakes. In 
essence, the computer will make a guess at the correct result. If it gets it right, it 
receives some virtual reward, if it’s wrong, it receives a virtual punishment. It will then 
tweak its own algorithm and try again. Over time, the system can learn to accurately 
identify the pattern it is looking for. This approach is exactly like us humans learning by 
trial and error. 

Deep learning
Deep learning isn’t specifically a method of machine learning. Rather, it describes a 
family of advanced ML systems that are built on top of extremely dense artificial neural 
networks. ANNs seek to replicate how the human brain works. These systems often use 
a combination of all three ML techniques. Google DeepMind and OpenAI GPT-3 are 
perfect examples of deep learning systems. Each one consists of billions of artificial 
neurons connected in extremely deep networks. If you want to get a great insight into 
how they work, you can read about how Google DeepMind learned to play Go. 

When AI gets it wrong
Over the past five years, we have already seen numerous cases where AI has failed to 
be used ethically. Here are three examples.

Racial bias in facial recognition systems

Facial recognition can be used for all manner of applications, from tracking visitors 
in a mall to identifying known hooligans at sports matches. In 2018, Amazon’s Face 
Recognition platform, Rekognition, hit the headlines for all the wrong reasons. The 
American Civil Liberties Union submitted photos of serving Members of Congress. 28 of 
these were incorrectly identified as criminals or suspects from police mugshots. That 
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was bad enough, highlighting that the technology was fundamentally flawed. But far 
worse was the fact that the software was disproportionately more likely to incorrectly 
identify people of Color. This sort of bias is all too common in AI systems which have 
been trained on unrepresentative datasets.

Gender bias in credit scoring systems
One of the most common use cases for AI is in decision support systems. This includes 
helping identify fraudulent loan applications and providing credit scoring decisions. 
These sorts of decisions can have a huge impact on people. Being denied credit could 
result in failure to get a mortgage or could severely curtail your freedom to purchase 
goods. In 2019, Apple found itself on the wrong side of the news headlines when it was 
reported that their new credit card was biased against women. Specifically, it had 
a tendency to offer women much lower credit limits than men. Even if they applied 
using a joint bank account, or were a bigger earner than their husband. Ultimately, the 
system wasn’t actively biased against women. A much more subtle bias was at work, 
whereby it had learned that, on average, women earn less and thus may be worse 
credit risks. The really subtle part of this was that gender wasn’t even explicitly being 
used in the algorithm. But AIs are so good at identifying patterns that things like gender 
are often learned through proxy data correlations.

Reinforcement bias in the criminal justice system 
AI is often viewed as a perfect tool for making complex decisions and predictions. While 
this is definitely true in many cases, there are occasions when AI gets it badly wrong. 
AI has always had something of a rocky relationship with the criminal justice system. 
As far back as 2016, it was reported that COMPAS, an AI system used to risk-assess 
offenders in the US, was strongly biased against Black people. That resulted in more 
Black people being given custodial sentences. In turn, that taught the algorithm that 
Black people presented a higher risk. Nowadays, we see Predictive policing becoming 
ever more popular. Here, police forces use AI systems to identify areas with a higher 
crime risk. Unfortunately, these systems all suffer from the exact same reinforcement 
bias as the COMPAS system above. If an area is perceived to be at higher risk of crime, 
more police resources are sent there. All too often, this means the police are able to 
identify and solve crimes more readily in those areas. Since the model is driven by 
solved-crime statistics, this results in bias.
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Applying ethics to AI
As artificial intelligence becomes more powerful and more pervasive, we have to 
ensure two things. Firstly, AI mustn’t be used to cause harm and secondly, it must earn 
the trust of the wider public. However, AI is a new technology that very few people 
understand. And if you can’t properly understand something, it becomes incredibly 
hard to trust it. As Arthur C. Clarke put it, any sufficiently advanced technology is 
indistinguishable from magic. Moreover, if you can’t understand AI, it is hard to be 
certain that it isn’t causing harm. And the scary part is that even the people developing 
AIs often don’t fully understand how they are working.

Science fiction has long imagined what would happen in a world populated by 
artificial intelligence. Terminator pictures a world where the AI has risen against 
humanity and is waging a war of total annihilation. Issac Asimov set out three laws of 
robotics, the first of which is “A robot may not harm a human being”. Now that AI has 
become mainstream, it’s time to think more clearly about AI ethics.

Trustworthy AI
A couple of years ago, the EU’s high level expert group on AI published their Ethics 
Guidelines for Trustworthy AI. This was an attempt to capture all the elements that 
are needed in order to ensure that AIs are able to earn our trust. They identified three 
key areas that you should focus on.

Lawfulness
The first requirement may seem obvious, but you need to ensure that an AI system 
obeys all laws. We are already seeing how good deep fakes are becoming. It can 
only be a matter of time before they are good enough to allow criminals to commit 
extortion or fraud. But even without setting out with criminal intent an AI can easily fall 
foul of the law. For instance, it may breach data privacy laws. Or it may discriminate 
against people. The problem is, AI systems are like tiny children. They have no inbuilt 
understanding of what is lawful or not and they need humans to help teach them. 

As an interesting aside, in the world of compliance, laws are often so complex that we 
are turning to AIs to learn what is or isn’t lawful. For instance, financial institutions have 
to comply with regulations that are thousands of pages long. Few humans can absorb 
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so much knowledge and reliably determine whether a transaction is legal, thus we 
have turned to computers to help. This has spawned a whole new industry for RegTech.

Ethics
The second aspect for building trust in AI systems is the provision of an ethics 
framework. The authors point out that the law is struggling to keep up with the pace 
of technological change. Just because there isn’t a specific law against something, 
doesn’t mean that it is morally or socially acceptable. Therefore, you need to be aware 
if your AI application might be doing something that people would disapprove of. A 
good litmus test is whether you would be comfortable standing in a court of law trying 
to justify why the AI behaves as it does.

Robustness
The final element you need to take into account is how robust the AI is. This covers three 
broad areas. Firstly, is the system sufficiently technically robust for the job at hand. For 
self-driving vehicles, this sets a really high bar. For support chatbots the bar may be a 
little lower. Secondly, is the system secure and protected against bad actors. Some of 
this is simply a matter of applying good cybersecurity rules to the system. But you also 
need to protect against “pranksters”. There was a famous case in 2016 when a Microsoft 
chatbot was taught to swear on Twitter by users intentionally using bad language with 
it. Thirdly, you should be aware of ways in which your system could potentially be used 
to do harm and protect against these. For instance, it might be reasonable to use facial 
recognition to identify known hooligans in a sports crowd. But what if that system is 
then used by a dictatorship to target opposition supporters?

Bringing this all together
In their report, the experts provided a set of 7 requirements that must be met if any AI 
system is to be both ethical and trustworthy. These are:

1 Human agency and oversight. A human must always be involved somewhere 
in the loop. This may be directly in making the decision, e.g. a physician verifying 
a patient’s cancer diagnosis prior to them receiving treatment. Or it may involve 
supervision, such as a human checking a sample of credit decisions made by the 
computer.
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2 Technical robustness and safety. The AI must be resilient, robust, and fail-safe. 
This includes being robust to attacks. For instance, if a self-driving car were to fail 
while on the highway it could lead to a horrific crash. 

3 Privacy and data governance. The AI must ensure the privacy of all users and 
follow data privacy best-practices. All AIs are trained using data, much of which is 
personal. This means there is an increased risk that the system may accidentally 
disclose data that should have been protected.

4 Transparency. This includes traceability, explainable AI, and good 
communication, to ensure all users are aware of what the AI is doing. We will look 
at explainable AI later in this white paper.

5 Diversity, non-discrimination, and fairness. Any AI must avoid both conscious 
and unconscious bias against any specific group of people. We already saw how 
easy it is for an AI to develop an unintentional bias.

6 Societal and environmental wellbeing. All the actions of the AI should impact 
society as a whole in a positive manner. For instance, AI shouldn’t lead to an 
increase in deprivation or poverty. Nor should it be used to speed up climate 
change.

7 Accountability. All the actions of the AI must be audited and held to account. This 
includes the need for monitoring and reporting. Effectively, if you deploy a new AI 
system, you should be prepared to be held accountable for its actions. 

These guidelines are fleshed out in more detail in the Assessment List for Trustworthy 
AI or ALTAI.  

AI regulations
The next step with AI ethics will be the creation of regulations and laws governing the 
use of AI in society. As an example, let’s look at how the EU is already leading the way 
with their draft AI Regulation. This will potentially have a more wide-ranging impact 
than even the general data protection regulation (GDPR). Once the law comes into 
force, it will impose strict requirements on people using AI within the EU.

Ethics
Ethics plays a key role in determining the risk posed by a given AI system. The AI 
regulation has been created in direct response to the Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy 
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AI discussed above. Therefore, it will be essential to ensure you assess your AI against 
the ALTAI guidelines. However, that is only one aspect of what you need to do.

Risk
Like the GDPR, the proposed AI law takes a risk-based approach. They define four levels 
of risk:

1 Unacceptable risk. Such systems will be banned altogether. It is up to any AI 
vendor to prove that their AI does not constitute an unacceptable risk. Examples 
include systems that pose a threat to human safety, livelihoods, or rights.

2 High risk. These systems will have to meet strict requirements including full 
risk assessments, risk mitigation, and providing clear information to the users. 
A wide range of AIs will fall within this category. Examples include systems that 
control critical infrastructure, systems used for law enforcement and justice, or for 
healthcare.

3 Low risk. These systems will pose a small but manageable risk. This category 
covers specific cases where the user is fully aware they are interacting with an AI 
and is able to step away. The usual example given here is a support chatbot that 
gives the user the option to ask to speak with a human agent instead. 

4 Minimal risk. These applications can be used with no constraints. Minimal risk 
systems include things like AI spam filters or AI-enhanced games.

Certification
A key step for any high risk application is receiving CE certification. They identify a clear 
process for certifying AI.

 • Step 1. Identify the level of risk posed by the AI. If it is likely to be high risk, move 
on to step 2.

 • Step 2. Undergo a detailed conformity assessment. This may need to be 
approved by a so-called Notified Body (a company that conducts formal 
assessments on behalf of the EU). 

 • Step 3. The system will need to be registered on a central database. This will 
include providing details of who is legally liable for the AI system.
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 • Step 4. The manufacturer/developer of the system must sign a declaration of 
conformity in order to receive a CE marking. Subsequently, they will need to put 
in place so-called post-market-surveillance, just as if this were a medical device 
or drug.

The four stages of certifying your AI

Enforcement
The proposed regulation is accompanied by some strict enforcement measures. 
Ultimately, if you use an unlicensed AI, your company could face a fine of up to 6% of 
your annual global turnover. Even just passing inaccurate information to the authorities 
could lead to a fine of 2%. 

How you can ensure your AI is responsible
If you are looking to develop an AI solution for your business, it’s important to ensure it 
will be responsible. That requires your team to do three things:

1 Fully understand the data, including any potential sources of bias within it. This 
includes understanding how good AI is at spotting correlations, even if you 
suppress certain features in the data.

2 Once you have trained the model, validate and test it against real data and make 
sure you check for any bias or other issues. Check that personal data isn’t leaking 
and make sure the results make sense.

3 When your model is in production, ensure that you constantly perform monitoring 
and maintenance. You must be aware that bias can creep into a model purely as 
a result of that model existing and being used.

Delivering these requirements needs highly-skilled data scientists, top-notch AI 
engineers, and a dedicated team of specialist SysAdmins or DevOps engineers. In the 
current market, finding such a team is not only expensive, it might even be impossible. 
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The importance of explainable AI
Another really important aspect is being able to explain and understand what your AI 
system is doing. Explainable AI or XAI is a relatively new field of research. By definition, AI 
systems function as black boxes. That means that you can’t see how they work inside. 
All you know is that a given input seems to give a certain output. The following is a 
well-known example that shows just how little we understand about how an AI system 
works. It shows the results of an image classifier taught to identify different animals 
within photos. When given an image of a panda, the system guessed “panda” with 57% 
confidence. However, when the researchers added 0.7% noise to the image, the system 
gave a 93.3% confident guess that the image was a “gibbon”. 

AI systems can be easily confused and we often can’t understand why

This shows that even AI developers will have almost no understanding of how their 
model actually works after it has been trained. 

XAI approaches
Explainable AI is a very active research area. There are a number of potential ways to 
approach the problem, but four techniques stand out.

 • Shapley Values (SHAP). See how much each data feature contributed to the 
result. For instance, was gender a major factor in a credit risk score?

 • Counterfactuals. Condition A had to have been met in order for the model to 
give output B. For instance, if a restaurant has a Michelin star, we know that it has 
to have been visited by a Michelin reviewer.
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 • LIME. Generate a local model around a given model output to predict the global 
model in that region. This is harder to conceptualize, but essentially, you are 
aiming to understand for at least one set of inputs what the output will be.

 • Anchors. Provide a set of if-then rules that predict why the model gives the 
output it does and that maximize the conditions for which this holds. In some 
ways, this is a generalization of the LIME technique.

All these approaches allow you to give at least partial explanations of why a given AI 
functions as it does, but none will give a complete picture. 

XAI constraints
XAI is still very far from reliable because most XAI explanations only hold good locally. 
That means while you may be able to explain one outcome, you can’t hope to explain 
every outcome. This is because there are a huge number of factors that you can’t 
see or explain. As an example, even a relatively simple image classifier may use a 
convolutional neural network (CNN) with tens of thousands of nodes and a dozen 
layers. That might lead to a system that has several million variables (known as 
weights). If just one of those changes, it could affect the accuracy of the whole system. 
At best, all you can say with XAI in such a case is that you know the output for a given 
subset of inputs and you understand which features appear most important.

How Sonasoft delivers ethical AI
Here at Sonasoft, we develop end-to-end AI applications for enterprise clients. We 
know how important AI ethics and explainability are. So, we have been developing our 
own approaches to help ensure these. There are three main elements we rely on:

1 Smart monitoring. Our AI-powered smart monitoring ensures that your AI is 
delivered reliably and safely. This includes ensuring that the data feeds are 
working, checking the health of the data, and verifying that the outputs seem 
correct. We also monitor any model drift and allow you to easily deploy a new 
model if yours is no longer performing well.

2 Data bias and fairness. We have developed in-house tools that allow us to 
identify potential bias in datasets. You will also work directly with our expert data 
scientists to ensure that no unintended bias creeps in during feature engineering. 
That helps ensure the resulting model will be fair and unbiased.
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3 Explainable AI. Our team has read all the research in the field to make sure they 
understand it fully. They are now developing tools that help deliver explainable 
AI via the SAIBRE dashboard. This will give you insights into exactly why your AI 
application works and which data is critical to the model. 

Conclusions
As we have seen, AI ethics is of growing importance. For a start, it is important to ensure 
that your users trust your AI application. Decades of dystopian SciFi have taught us to 
distrust AI. So you need to take care to build trustworthy AI systems. Not only that, but 
AI is also a major target for regulation and legislation. Soon, you won’t have any choice 
but to ensure your AI is ethical.

A really good starting point is to understand and apply the ALTAI guidelines to any AI 
you develop. Also, challenge your team to see if there’s any potential bias that may 
be sneaking in unintentionally. Remember, avoiding bias is seldom as simple as just 
suppressing or hiding some aspect of the data! Finally, it pays to work with a company 
like Sonasoft. We bring years of experience, are able to make unbiased decisions, and 
have a whole suite of tools that can help you deliver trustworthy AI. To find out more, 
just reach out to our team today.
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